Superior Power Capability in a Compact Size
DAYTON, OH (February 20, 2018) - The DTA-120BT from Dayton Audio is sure to be one of the best
Class D mini amplifiers on the market today. What sets the DTA-120BT apart from most of the
competition is its superior sound and build quality, power capability and compact size.
Developed as an upgrade to the original DTA-120, Dayton Audio’s new mini amplifier benefits from the
addition of Bluetooth audio, but maintains the great sound and outstanding quality defined by its
predecessor. Thanks to its Class D technology, plus a robust Dual Parallel BTL configuration, the DTA120BT tackles the toughest speaker loads with ease — while delivering the sound quality and low
distortion of a conventional Class AB amplifier. The dual-power-chip design delivers 60 watts (RMS)
per channel of efficient power into a 4 ohm load (up to 120 watts total), and 40 watts (RMS) into 8
ohms, continuously, with no reduction in output. This translates into powerful bass and clear output that
keeps on going, even with the most demanding speakers.
The DTA-120BT is the ultimate desktop amplifier, providing the most power possible from the smallest
footprint imaginable. At under 3-1/2" wide, 2" tall, and 7-1/2" deep, the DTA-120BT delivers more power
per cubic inch than any other mini amplifier. This is thanks to the revolutionary, cool-running Class D
amplifier technology and extruded aluminum heatsink case. The robust external switching power supply
hides out of sight, and since the DTA-120BT can supply high current with even higher peaks, it easily
drives HUGE speakers or powers the most inefficient speakers to incredible levels without strain.
In a world of wireless connectivity, the DTA-120BT offers high-quality aptX Bluetooth connection as one
of its multiple source options. To satisfy analog input needs, a 3.5mm and pair of RCA auxiliary inputs
are also offered. The short signal paths inside the amplifier preserve the quality of the input signal for
clarity, detail and a refined sonic character, making the DTA-120BT the ideal desktop companion for
smartphones, laptops, tablets, TVs, headphones and more.
About Dayton Audio
For more than 20 years, Dayton Audio has been a leading supplier for audio and video, combining real-world
design with high-tech manufacturing techniques to offer some of the finest consumer electronic products today.
Every Dayton Audio product is designed and engineered in the USA to provide the highest level of performance
and value, backed by industry-leading warranties and support. Dayton Audio products can be purchased through
authorized resellers including Parts Express (parts-express.com). Visit us online at www.daytonaudio.com.
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